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Abstract

Due to process, manufacturing and system operating

conditions in a real environment, clock jitter is inevitable.

In the presence of jitter, zero or near-zero skew are not
really safe for reliable clock operations. Appropriate skew

or useful skew can serve as safety margin to guard against

clock jitter. In two-phase clocking, the nonoverlapping
interval of two-phase clocks provides an additional degree

of freedom to improve either the clock tree cost or jitter-

tolerance. We construct a two-phase jitter-tolerant useful-

skew tree (JT-UST) such that the susceptibility to clock

jitter and the clock tree cost is minimized. Following

the Deferred-Merge Embedding (DME) framework, we use
a simulated annealing approach to explore the routing

topologies and embeddings. Experimental results have

shown 63% to 100% reduction of jitter-prone sink pairs
over previous clock routing methods while having very

comparable clock tree costs.

1 Introduction

Clock routing in a synchronous system plays an im-
portant role in system performance and reliability. Al-
gorithms to construct zero-skew tree (ZST) or near
zero-skew tree were extensively studied[12, 2]. It was
also pointed out that it is almost impossible to achieve
exact zero-skew due to e�ects such as geometry and de-
vice parameter variations[11, 13]. Wire widening and
bu�er insertion methods were proposed to minimize
such nonideal e�ects. More recent works in this area
focused on reducing power dissipated in clock distri-
bution[13, 8, 3]. With a �xed skew bound for all sink
pairs, a bounded-skew tree (BST) can be constructed
to minimize the routing cost[8, 3].
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Figure 1: (a) Source to sink delay jitter; (b) Clock

pulse width jitter.
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Figure 2: A clock waveform in a real environment.

In reality, there exist many uncertainties in process,
manufacturing and system operating conditions. They
will cause clock source to sink delays and clock pulse
width to vary from their nominal values[1, 6], as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows a clock waveform in a
noisy environment. These random timing uctuations
of clock signals are commonly known as clock jitter,
Some of the common causes of clock jitter are: (i)
Variations of ambient temperature. (ii) Fluctuations
of supply voltages. (iii) Electro-magnetic coupling to
other signals. Excessive jitter can cause clock opera-
tions to fail. Moreover, jitters are often intermittent,
i.e. they may not be predicted at the design stage.
In the presence of jitter, zero-skew is not necessarily

safe for correct clock operation. In fact, clocking with
zero-skew could sometimes be even more susceptible to
clock jitter. With respect to the logic path direction,
negative or positive could result in double-clocking or
zero-clocking hazards, respectively[6, 14]. Consider the
case when a nominal zero skew is given to a pair of
clock sinks that has very small allowable positive skew
but larger allowable negative skew. A potential clock
jitter may cause it to be on the verge of zero-clocking.
In this case, a reasonable negative skew between the
two sinks would produce a larger safety margin against
the hazard. The clock skew optimization approach
tried to maximize the minimum safety margin against
clock hazards[6]. Unfortunately, to realize the desired
optimal skews, a common approach is to insert bu�ers
as delay elements[6, 10]. But this results in increased
bu�er power and process variation induced skews[13].
Most previous works have concentrated on clock

routing in a single-phase system with edge-triggered
ip-ops. In practice, two-phase clocking scheme with
master-slave level-sensitive latches is widely used. It
brings several advantages to system performance and
reliability, such as reduced transistor count, higher



speed and testability[1]. In addition, nonoverlapping
two-phase clocking creates larger safety margin away
from double-clocking[1]. As we will discuss in this pa-
per, the nonoverlapping interval in two-phase clocking
scheme o�ers an additional degree of freedom to adjust
safety margins against jitter.
In this paper, we seek clock routing methods to cen-

ter the design away from potential hazards and achieve
jitter-tolerant clock operations. We formulate and
solve the problem of Jitter-TolerantClock Routing
in nonoverlapping two-phase systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

section 2, we give the motivation and formulation of
the problem. In section 3, we present our solution to
the JT-UST problem. Experimental results are given
in section 4.

2 Problem Formulation

Fig. 3 shows using master-slave double latches to
build a synchronous system with two-phase clocks.
Due to delays from clock source to sinks, intra-phase
skew may exist between sinks of the same phase, e.g.
between C01 and C02 or between C010 and C020. Sim-
ilarly, inter-phase skews may also exist between sinks
of di�erent phases, such as C01 and C
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Figure 3: Two-phase nonoverlapping clocking using
master-slave latches;

To ensure correct clock operation, the intra-phase
skew has to satisfy:
To avoid double-clocking,

d02 � d01 � dnonoverlap +MIN (dlogic)� dhold (2:1)

To avoid zero-clocking,

d01 � d02 � P � (dnonoverlap +MAX(dlogic) + dsetup)
(2:2)

where d01 and d02 denote the delay from source to sinks
C01 and C02, respectively.
Meanwhile, the inter-phase skew has to be controlled

such that the master-phase and slave-phase will have a
nonoverlapping interval to prevent the master and the
slave latches from being turned on simultaneously[1].

PH + � � d
0

01
� d01 � P � PH � � (2:3)

where PH is the clock pulse width, � � 0 is the
minimum nonoverlapping interval.
Since combinational logic block delays vary from one

to another, A pair of sinks may have a larger allowable
negative skew bound (NSB) than its allowable positive

skew bound (PSB) or vice versa. Some sink pairs are
more susceptible to zero-clocking than double-clocking
while others are vice versa. If a pair of sinks has a
PSB barely larger than zero and it has a larger NSB, a
nominal positive skew would create some safety margin
away from zero-clocking, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
Conversely, appropriate positive skew is useful to guard
against double-clocking. This type of appropriate skew
can thus be considered as useful skew. Furthermore,
both NSB and PSB are functions of dnonoverlap which
depends on the allowable inter-phase skew. If a sink
pair that has small NSB but larger PSB, an increase
of dnonoverlap would increase the safety margin against
double-clocking, as shown in Figure 4(b). This gives
us an additional degree of freedom to improve either
the jitter-tolerance or clock tree cost.
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Figure 4: Safety margin against clock jitter: (a)

with small allowable positive skew bound; (b) adjust-
ing inter-phase skew to increase the negative skew

bound.

For the ease of presentation, we �rst assume a
global clock generator (CG) is used which generates
two nonoverlapping phases at the clock source. In sec-
tion 3, we will discuss how our solution can be applied
in the local clock generation scheme where a global
clock is distributed to multiple CGs and each CG gen-
erates the two phases locally[7]. Also given are the
set of clock sink locations in the Manhattan plane,
S = fs1; s

0

1
; s2; s

0

2
; � � � ; sn; s

0

n
g, where si and s

0

i
corre-

spond to the clock terminals of master and slave phases
in a master-slave double latch. The two-phase clock

tree T consists of two subtrees, TG and T 0

G
, correspond-

ing to the master- and slave-phase, respectively. Our
Jitter-Tolerant Clock Routing problem can be stated
as:
Jitter-Tolerant Clock Routing in Two-phase
Systems: Given a required clock period, P , the nom-

inal clock pulse width, PH , and sink locations, S, we
seek a two-phase clock tree T such that the cost func-

tion C(T ) which measures the susceptibility to jitter
and clock tree cost is minimized while each pair of sinks

satis�es either the allowable inter-phase or the intra-
phase skew bounds.

3 The JT-UST Clock Routing

Algorithm

3.1 Overview

Our jitter-tolerant clock tree (JT-UST) algorithm
involves three tasks: (i) �nding an appropriate routing
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Figure 5: A two-phase clock tree example. (a)

Routing topology; (b) The JT-UST constructed.

topology; (ii) embedding the internal nodes of the
topology in the Manhattan plane; (iii) produce useful
skews within the intra- and inter-phase skew bounds
to improve jitter-tolerance. In order to carry out these
tasks simultaneously, we adopt a simulated annealing
approach[9].
Our JT-UST algorithm follows the framework of De-

ferred Merge Embedding(DME) approach. DME algo-
rithms searches for feasible locations of internal nodes
in the Manhattan plane[2, 8, 3]. We use a ZST con-
structed by the DME algorithm[2] as the initial solu-
tion. The possible locations for each node are con-
tained in the feasible merging segment set (FMSS)
which is determined by the allowable skew bounds.
We then use the annealing approach to explore rout-
ing topologies and the placements of clock tree inter-
nal nodes. The goal is to produce the appropriate
skew(useful skew) between each pair of sinks. Dur-
ing this process, the master- and the slave-phase trees
are kept with identical topology. They are merged at
the root according to the allowable inter-phase skew
bounds. Elmore delay models are used for both in-
terconnect and clock generators in evaluating the skew
and constructing feasible merging segments[12, 13]. An
example in Fig. 5 illustrates the general idea of our al-
gorithm.

3.2 Skew Bounds and Jitter-Tolerance

We say two master-phase sinks, si and sj are ad-

jacent if there exists a combinational logic path from
their corresponding latches LTi to LTj . Accordingly, s

0

i

and s
0

j
are also adjacent. The allowable negative skew

bound (NSB) and the allowable positive skew bound

(PSB) are the maximumvalue of negative and positive
skew with which the clock operates correctly for a given
clock frequency. Under nominal condition, the NSB
and PSB between two master-phase sinks are given by:
If si; sj are adjacent, then,

NSBij = MIN (dlogic)� dhold + P � 2PH � �; (3:4)

PSBij = P �MAX(dlogic)� dsetup � � (3:5)

If si; sj are not adjacent, then,

NSBij =1; PSBij =1 (3:6)

The NSB and PSB between slave-phase sinks are
similarly de�ned. Under nominal condition, the allow-
able inter-phase skew upper bound (USB) and allowable
inter-phase skew lower bound (LSB) are given by:

USBii0 = P � PH � �; LSBii0 = PH + � (3:7)

Assume the maximum delay jitter from source to
sink is �M1=2 and the maximum pulse width jitter is
�M2, we may make the following observations:
Observation 1: If we adjust the NSB and PSB by:
NSB

J

ij
= NSBij �M1�M2, PSB

J

ij
= PSBij �M1�

M2 and the LSB and USB by: LSB
J

ii0
= LSBii0 +

M2, USB
J

ii0
= USBii0 �M2, and if intra- and inter-

phase skews satisfy the adjusted bounds under nominal
condition, correct clock operations may still be achieved

even with additional intra-phase skew of M1 and pulse
width jitter of M2. Therefore, clock operations are

jitter-tolerant.
Observation 2: The largest safety margin for intra-

phase skew is 1=2(PSBij + NSBij ) when dij = di �
dj = 1=2(PSBij � NSBij) is the most jitter-tolerant

intra-phase skew and the largest safety margin for

inter-phase skew is 1=2(P � 2PH � 2�) when dii0 =
d
0

i
� di = 1=2P is the most jitter-tolerant inter-phase

skew.
Measuring the safety margin(or jitter-tolerance) is

equivalent to measuring how close a nominal skew dij

or dii0 is to its most jitter-tolerant value. We de�ne
this closeness as the susceptibility to jitter, J 1:

Jij = jdij�1=2(PSBij�NSBij )j; Jii0 = jdii0�1=2P j
(3:8)

Wemay de�ne the cost function of a clock tree, C(T )
to measure both the clock tree cost and jitter-tolerance:

C(T ) = �L(T ) + (
X

si;sj2SA

!ijJij +
X

si;s
0

i
2S

!ii0Jii0)

(3:9)
where � and  are coe�cients to appropriately align
the clock tree cost and jitter-tolerance. !ij and !ii0

are weights for each pair of sinks.

3.3 Feasible Placements of Clock Tree

Nodes

Associated with each node in the master-phase tree,
v 2 G, we de�ne NSB(v) and PSB(v) as the maxi-
mum allowable delay di�erence from v to its two chil-
dren, a and b.
(I) If the two children nodes of v are sinks, i.e. si; sj,
then NSB(v) = NSBij and PSB(v) = PSBij .
(II) If one or more of the children nodes of v are not
sinks, i.e. a and b with subtrees, Ta and Tb, then,

NSB(v) = min(di(a)�dj(b)+NSBij ; dl(a)�dk(b)+PSBkl)
(3:10)

1In other words, the smaller J for a given skew, the larger

safety margin it allows against clock jitter.



PSB(v) = min(dj(a)�di(b)+PSBij ; dk(b)�dl(a)+NSBkl)
(3:11)

for all sink pairs, si; sl 2 Ta; sj; sk 2 Tb. di(a); dl(a)
and dj(b); dk(b) denote the delays from a to si; sl and
b to sj ; sk, respectively. A feasible placement of v has
to satisfy NSB(v) and PSB(v) in order to satisfy the
skew bounds between sinks rooted at v. For each node
in the slave-phase tree, v0 2 G

0, NSB(v0) and PSB(v0)
are similarly de�ned with NSBi0j0 and PSBi0j0 .
We de�ne USB(rT ) and LSB(rT ) as the maximum

allowable delay di�erence from rT to its two children,
rm and rs, which are the root nodes of the master-
phase and slave-phase trees, respectively.

USB(rT ) = max(di(rm)� di0(rs) + USBii0 ); (3:12)

LSB(rT ) = min(di(rm)� di0(rs) + LSBii0 ) (3:13)

for all sink pairs, si 2 TG; s
0

i
2 TG0 . di(rm) and

di(rs) denote the delays from rm to si and rs to si0 ,
respectively.
We see that the routing topology and the embed-

ding of the clock tree will determine how large our
feasible solution space is and consequently how much
jitter-tolerance resulted. To explore various topologies
and feasible placements of internal nodes, we adopt a
Subtree Swapping (SSP) and a Merging Segment Per-
turbation (MSP) procedures.
A Subtree Swapping (SSP) is an operation that swaps

two subtrees rooted at two non-sibling nodes vi; vj 2
G, denoted as SSP (vi; vj). For each SSP (vi; vj), an
SSP (v0

i
; v

0

j
) is also performed for the corresponding

v
0

i
; v

0

j
2 G

0 to keep G and G
0 identical. After each

SSP (vi; vj), the feasible placements for ancestor nodes
on the path from vi; vj to rm including the root of
T , rT are updated. So are the ancestor nodes of
v
0

i
; v

0

j
. Updating of feasible placements is the same as

in an MSP. The Merging Segment Perturbation (MSP)
procedure can be referred to in [14].

3.4 Extension to Local Clock Generation

Scheme

In the above, we described the algorithm to route
two-phase clock trees with a single clock generator at
the source. This scheme is shown in Fig. 6(a). Fig.
6(b) shows an alternative way of distributing two-phase
clocks, the local clock generation scheme. A system
clock is distributed globally to multiple CGs. Each CG
is used to generate two phases in a local cluster. This
way, we may reduce the global wiring at the expense
of using more CGs. Here we briey describe how our
JT-UST algorithm can be extended to this scheme.
The local clock generation scheme can be considered

as having a two-level clock tree. The global clock tree
is the system clock tree with leaf nodes corresponding
to the local CGs. The local clock trees are the two-
phase clock trees each of which is rooted at the output
of a CG with leaf nodes corresponding to the sinks
within a cluster. Since each CG is usually designed
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CG CG CG CG
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Figure 6: (a) Global clock generation; (b) Local

clock generation.

and characterized with speci�c load requirement, the
size of each cluster should be based on the total capac-
itive load. We adopt a nearest-neighbor merging ap-
proach[5]. Each cluster is formed by grouping the near-
est neighbors until the total load of a cluster reaches
the load limit of a CG. Within each cluster, the lo-
cal clock tree can be considered as a two-phase tree in
which the intra- and inter-phase allowable skew bounds
described earlier can be used. The global clock tree is
a single-phase tree in which only the allowable intra-
phase skew bounds have to be satis�ed.

4 Experimental Results

Our algorithm has been implemented in C in a Sun
Sparcstation10 environment and has been tested on
two industry circuits and three ISCAS89 benchmark
circuits as shown in Table 1. The ISCAS89 benchmark
circuits were modi�ed to a 0:65�m CMOS standard-
cell library[4]. To evaluate the overall jitter-tolerance,
we would like to see how many sinks are jitter-prone,
i.e. causing clock operations to fail in the presence of
jitter. In general, it is unlikely that the same amount
of jitter will occur to every pair of sinks. In our cost
function, larger weights are given to the sink pairs that
are farther apart, i.e. the �rst ancestor node common
to the two sinks is closer to the root. Therefore, we
rank the nodes in a clock tree into 3 levels according to
their heights. The sinks belong to di�erent subtrees at
each level are given a delay jitter of 10%P; 5%P; 2:5%P ,
a pulse width jitter of 15%PH; 10%PH; 5%PH, corre-
spondingly. We also run the DME based ZST and BST
clock routing algorithms[2, 3, 5] to compare with our
JT-UST solution. In the BST algorithm, the small-
est allowable skew bound(both negative and positive)
of all sink pairs have to be chosen as the �xed intra-
phase skew bound. Table 2 gives the number of sink
pairs that exceeded the allowable skew bounds with
given jitter. JT-UST reduces at least 63% of the num-
ber jitter-prone sink pairs over either ZST or BST ap-
proaches. Table 3 compares the routing results of ZST,
BST and JT-UST. The JT-UST approach achieves sav-
ings of wire length over ZST in three cases and only
increases marginally in the other two cases.



Circuits Delay Jitter Pulse Width Jitter Delay & Pulse Width Jitter Reduction

ZST BST JT-UST ZST BST JT-UST ZST BST JT-UST JT�UST

ZST

JT�UST

BST

Circuit1 11 8 0 1 1 0 11 8 0 100% 100%

Circuit2 18 11 2 4 3 1 21 15 4 81% 73%

s1423 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 100% 100%

s5378 23 20 5 7 4 2 34 31 8 76% 74%

s15850 32 34 12 10 9 2 43 45 16 63% 64%

Table 2: The number of jitter-prone sinks, i.e. which caused either double-clocking or zero-clocking.

Circuits Freq (Mhz) latches # PH (ns) CG #

Circuit1 200 106 1.7 1

Circuit2 100 391 3.3 8

s1423 33 74 10.0 1

s5378 100 179 3.3 3

s15850 100 597 3.3 16

Table 1: Circuits tested.

Circuits ZST BST (Skew-bound) JT-UST

Circuit1 8082 7893 (0.05 ns) 7851

Circuit2 23369 22528 (0.12 ns) 22912

s1423 16507 14283 (0.9 ns) 16902

s5278 25756 24552 (0.1 ns) 24860

s15850 43897 42010 (0.08 ns) 43988

Table 3: Comparison of wire length(in �m) of clock
trees on tested circuits.

5 Conclusions

In a real environment where clock jitters are un-
avoidable, zero-skew is not really safe for reliable clock
operations. We proposed jitter-tolerant clock routing

to produce safety margin guarding against clock jitter.
In two-phase clocking, the nonoverlapping interval can
be used to add additional solution space to either im-
prove jitter-tolerance or clock tree cost.
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